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The purpose of this chapter is to help future investigators generate biodata items that demonstrate both construct- and criterion-related validity. It is my belief that such efforts will ultimately lead to the development and evaluation of theories of performance prediction (see Campbell, 1990). The first part of this chapter is devoted to convincing the reader of the merits of such an effort. Theories of life history events, such as they are, are described in light of the absence of any operational guidelines for biodata item generation. I argue that the gap between theories of life history and operationalizations (i.e., biodata item content) presents a major opportunity for scholarly contribution to a theory of performance prediction, or, as borrowed from Fleishman’s (1988) discussion of similar issues, a “new frontier.”

The second part of this chapter provides explicit examples of two item generation procedures applied to three theories of individual differences (personality, vocational interest, and leadership). This section portrays a number of item generation efforts I have been involved in over the past decade. On my first involvement with biodata, I found the absence of published instruments and keys to be a major barrier to entry. I hope this section will give the novice biodata researcher a number of alternate points of departure.

The third section describes how item content might affect other aspects of biodata items. These include item reliability, heterogeneity, behavioral discreteness, and behavioral consistency.
IMPORTANCE OF BIODATA ITEM CONTENT

Recent research efforts involving biographical information typically start with a brief overview of meta-analytic results supporting biodata criterion-related validity (e.g., Hunter & Hunter, 1984; Reilly & Chao, 1982; Schmitt, Gooding, Noe, & Kirsch, 1984). Biodata research conducted prior to the introduction of meta-analytic techniques usually referenced Ghiselli's (1966) survey of test validities. Each biodata study would then describe the particular aspect or issue to be examined. Recently, these have included examinations of alternate scoring procedures (Mitchell, 1992; Mitchell & Klimoski, 1982), the susceptibility of biodata items to faking in applicant versus incumbent samples (Hogan & Stokes, 1989; Kluger, Reilly, & Russell, 1991), the effect on criterion-related validity of biodata response distortions (Trent, 1987), the generalizability of item validities across jobs (Rothstein, Schmidt, Erwin, Owens, & Sparks, 1990), and the consistency of biodata factor structures over time (Neiner & Owens, 1982).

However, until Mumford and Owens (1987) published their review of methods in biodata technology, guidelines on how to generate items were not available in the literature. Few investigators provided any direction on how to construct an item that could be expected to demonstrate criterion-related validity. Almost no investigators have described explicitly how to develop items that could subsequently be used to test theory-based hypotheses (for an exception, see Kuhnert & Russell's [1990] description of how Kegan's [1982] constructive/developmental theory of adult development might be used to generate biodata items).

That is not to suggest that efforts at developing models or theories of *constructs* underlying biodata items have not taken place. Owens' (1968, 1971) developmental-integrative model suggests that prior life events are sources of individual development and integration (i.e., the meaning a person derives from an event) that influence future knowledge, skills, abilities, and motivation. Mumford and Stokes (1991) have extended this approach to an ecology model describing a longitudinal sequence of interactions between the environment, a person's *resources* (human capital, skills, abilities), and a person's *affordances* (needs, desires, choices). Stokes, Mumford, and Owens (1989) demonstrated that "prototypes" of individuals could be empirically identified that "create their own organized subenvironments consisting of various activities and experiences with which a self-propagating developmental trajectory...crystallizes, or becomes predictable" (p. 512). Mael (1991) elaborated the ecology model, using social identity theory to explain how biodata items tap situations in which "a person associates with a...psychological group," taking on "(to
varying degrees) the syndrome of aspirations, preferences, values, and self-perceptions that are endemic to group members” (p. 768).

These models are valuable conceptualizations of the construct domain underlying life history items. However, they fail to provide strong guidance for operationalization—that is, explicit direction in how to design paper-and-pencil life history inventories to predict specific criteria. Consequently, characterizations of biodata research as atheoretical empiricism will remain until the loop is closed—that is, until support is found for specific linkages between theory, item content, and criterion performance measures (see Dunnette, 1962; Guilford, 1959; Henry, 1966).1

At first glance, rational keying procedures for biodata instruments might provide such a linkage (see Hough & Paullin’s chapter in this volume). These procedures involve generation of specific a priori hypotheses about how item responses should be related to a criterion based on subject matter experts or investigators’ subjective judgments (see Mitchell & Klimoski, 1982). Unfortunately, none of the applications of rational scoring techniques were derived from nomological networks of hypothesized relationships among constructs (two of which include biographical information and job performance). In other words, rational scoring techniques are not excessively burdened with elaborate theory. This criticism should not be considered too harsh, as the field is generally plagued with a lack of accepted theories that explicitly link the content domains of job and person (Bobko & Russell, 1991; Burke & Pearlman, 1988; Dunnette, 1966).

Yet somehow investigators have been able to generate instruments that consistently yield criterion-related validities among the highest reported in the literature (Reilly & Warech, 1990). Further, Owens and his colleagues have demonstrated that subjects’ biodata item responses exhibit coherent factor structures and relationships over time (Mumford & Owens, 1982, 1984; Mumford, Wesley, & Shaffer, 1987; Neiner & Owens, 1982; Owens & Schoenfeldt, 1979; Shaffer, Saunders, & Owens, 1986; Stokes, Mumford, & Owens, 1989). These results suggest that systematically scored biodata items capture consistent aspects of antecedent developmental processes that causally influence subsequent job performance. Simultaneous exploration of construct domains underlying life history and biodata items may provide the answer to Campbell’s (1990) call for a theory of “experience.”

This growing body of biodata research caused Fleishman (1988) to recently label biographical information as one of the new frontiers in personnel selection. Numerous authors over the years have called for more theory-based investigations of biodata measurement technologies (Bass, 1990; Dunnette, 1966; Henry, 1966; Owens, 1976; Reilly & Chao, 1982; Toops, 1948, 1959). Meta-analytic results suggest that limited resources can be directed away from efforts to establish criterion-related validity at
every job site. Now more than ever, these research resources can be refocused toward more theory-based efforts that simultaneously target prediction and explanation. One of the most promising points of departure into this "new frontier" is at the level of biodata item development.

APPROACHES TO DEVELOPING BIODATA ITEM CONTENT

In this section, specific item generation procedures are described in the context of three theories of individual differences. Item generation procedures outlined by Mumford and Owens (1987) are reviewed, and then two specific techniques are applied to theories of personality, vocational choice, and leadership.

PROCEDURE BEHIND ITEM GENERATION

Mumford and Owens (1987) described six methods or sources of biodata item development: (a) the human development literature, (b) life history interviews with incumbents, (c) typical factor loadings of biodata items, (d) known life history correlates of various job specifications, (e) biodata items with known predictive validities, and (f) items generated from the investigators' general psychological knowledge. The latter three sources of biodata items are derived from existing item pools and/or rely solely on investigators' imagination and subjective judgments. Though useful for developing criterion-valid selection instruments, tapping existing biodata item pools without some theoretical rationale does not enhance our understanding of why observed criterion-related validities exist. Though these three procedures will undoubtedly be used in the iterative nature of theory testing, item development, and theory development, it is unlikely that they will provide useful initial points of departure for theory development and criterion prediction.

In contrast, the first three sources provide rich sources of information for biodata development. The first three sources reflect two thrusts: theory (the human development literature) and procedure (interviews and factor interpretations). This section attempts to link existing theories of individual differences with procedures for biodata item development. No attempt was made at being comprehensive or even representative in choosing theories related to job performance. Consequently, I sampled from literatures in personality theory, vocational interests and job choice, and human development/leadership. Theories of personality and vocational interest were chosen as two points of departure because they are convenient: They both
are noncognitive with histories of scale development similar to those of biodata (Barge, 1988). The leadership literature (and the emerging human development literature focusing on leader development) was chosen because theoretical approaches to leadership are arguably as close to a theory integrating construct domains found in the job and individual as we have in the field of industrial and organizational psychology. Further, recent work by Kuhnert (Kuhnert & Lewis, 1987; Kuhnert & Russell, 1990; Russell & Kuhnert, 1992) provided a model of how leaders develop and guidelines on how to develop biodata items that reflect critical stages of that development.

Following discussion of each theory or construct domain, specific procedural suggestions and examples of how to generate biodata items are provided. Procedures including post-hoc interpretation of item factor structures and life history interviews/essays are described as alternate techniques for actual item generation.

Alternatively, equally viable points of departure (theory-based and nontheory-based) could have been chosen from many other arenas. For example, the job constructs of involvement with data, people, or things could be used as a basis for item development procedures. One could also target specific knowledge, skills, and abilities (KSAs) required of a job, working backward to identify the prior life events that influence their acquisition in much the same way that the typical structured interview is conducted (see Russell, Mattson, Devlin, & Atwater, 1990). However, the sheer volume of approaches to jobs and people precludes an exhaustive survey of alternate theories or models that could serve as points of departure for biodata item generation. The topic areas chosen serve as good examples for outlining item generation procedures.

**Theory-Based Methods for Developing Item Content**

**Personality Theory**

Most investigators in personnel selection abandoned personality tests long ago, based on conclusions drawn by Guion and Gotttler (1965) and the discouraging results of Ghiselli's (1966, 1973) surveys of criterion-related validity. Only recently has interest been revived among applied investigators. For example, efforts by Pulakos, Borman, and Hough (1988) indicate that personality scales chosen on the basis of careful job analysis procedures can yield meaningful incremental criterion-related validities.

Briefly by way of review, Allport (1937) and Murray (1938) conceived of personality in terms of traits manifesting themselves as consistencies in behaviors across a variety of situations. Without reviewing the trials and tribulations that have characterized personality theory over the last 50
years, five personality characteristics that consistently emerge across studies are now viewed as capturing most of the variance in existing measurement instruments. These Big Five characteristics include Extroversion/Surgency, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Emotional Stability, and Culture (see Digman, 1990; Digman & Inouye, 1986). A recent meta-analysis of 49 criterion-related validity studies using the Big Five personality characteristics resulted in average validities ranging from .22 for Conscientiousness to .08 for Agreeableness and Emotional Stability, again indicating that it may be premature to abandon these measures (Barrick & Mount, 1991).

Regardless of their criterion-related validity in selection contexts, the Big Five have substantial evidence of construct validity (Digman & Inouye, 1986). This evidence takes the form of interpretable factor structures, consistency in factor structures over time, and convergent and discriminant validity (see Digman, 1990; Digman & Inouye, 1986). Given that these Big Five behavioral consistencies exist and are related to job performance, how can we generate examples of antecedent life events that (a) are related to differential rates of developing Big Five personality characteristics (e.g., demonstrate convergent and discriminant validity among the Big Five) and (b) demonstrate criterion-related validity?

As noted earlier, the techniques described here will involve factor interpretation and life history interviews/essays. Mumford and Owens described factor interpretation in terms of biodata item factor structures. However, in this application we are faced with factors of personality scale items. It should be feasible to use the Big Five factors (or, for that matter, any other post hoc interpretations of empirically derived factors) to develop biodata items. For example, at least two of the Big Five seem to be capturing some notion of affect (e.g., Agreeableness and Emotional Stability). Using simple notions of frequency of exposure to an experience as well as inputs, process, and outcomes of that experience, it is not difficult for an investigator to generate examples of past situations that might influence these two factors.

Specifically, consider the following items derived for purposes of selecting a retail store manager:

- How often have you been very unhappy with some product or service you purchased for your home? (exposure)
- How often has a clerk or salesperson said something that really irritated you? (input)
- How often have you been very nervous or tense in helping a customer who had a complaint? (process)
- How often have you resolved to try to remain calm after getting upset about something a co-worker did? (outcome)
The position of retail store manager was chosen just to provide a point of reference for the applicant pool (e.g., those out of school who have had some meaningful work/life experiences prior to being considered for the position). Exposure, inputs, process, and outcomes were chosen as an initial taxonomy of ways people might differ in their prior experiences that can be expanded or contracted as item generation proceeds. The taxonomy is taken, with minor changes, from Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, and Weick's (1970) person-process-product model of managerial performance (see Russell & Domm, 1990, for an initial use of this taxonomy to generate biodata items). Regardless, each item has a specific hypothesized construct that it should be related to (i.e., the notions of happiness, irritation, and resolution to remain calm found in these items would be expected to capture aspects of Agreeableness and/or Emotional Stability). Further, each item has constructs that it should not be related to (the other three members of the Big Five) and a content domain (customers and co-workers) that should overlap with aspects of the criterion job performance domain (working with others in a retail sales work environment).

This kind of investigator-dependent item generation can be engaging to the investigators (try thinking of some items related to personal integrity or any deeply held value about “right” and “wrong”—we will come back to this in the section on leadership). However, there is always the risk of contamination or deficiency due to limits of the investigators' imaginations. An alternate procedure that I prefer involves the use of life history interviews or essays with incumbents, hence, shifting the role of subject matter expert (SME) to individuals who are closer to having actually experienced any biodata constructs of interest. Russell, Mattson, Devlin, and Arwater (1990), Russell and Domm (1990), and Siegel (1956) demonstrated that criterion-valid items can be generated from essays written by incumbents about prior life experiences. Russell (1990) demonstrated how criterion-valid life history information can be systematically obtained through tape-recorded life history interviews. Essay and interview questions can be structured to target facets of life episodes that incumbents feel influenced their capacity to perform their jobs. These questions would address environmental circumstances (e.g., task requirements, availability of resources, presence of obstacles, assistance received from others), cognitions (perceptual processes, information gathered, ways information was combined), affect (attitudes, beliefs, values, valences present when the episode started and/or after the episode was complete), behaviors engaged in, task outcomes, and what was learned from the life episode (cognition, affect, and behavior change). Russell et al. (1990) described specific follow-up questions focusing on aspects of the target
job of U.S. naval officer, whereas Russell (1990) used 42 pages of structured life history interview questions targeting job choice, job environment, major accomplishments, major disappointments, obstacles encountered/overcome, specific behaviors engaged in, what was learned from each job tour, and any affect associated with job experiences.

In the case of the Big Five Extroversion/Surgency scale, we could ask incumbent retail store managers who had been recently hired (i.e., those most similar to the applicant pool) to describe prior life experiences (work-related or nonwork-related) in which they had been required to be particularly vocal, secretive, cautious, adventurous, or sociable (aspects of the Extroversion/Surgency dimension). Again, each essay or interview could be structured to prompt respondents for descriptions of the circumstances in which they found themselves, what they thought and felt at the time, what they did, what outcome occurred, and what they feel they learned from the situation. Thus, a pool of life experiences can be generated that are not dependent on the imaginations of the investigators.

Regardless of the technique used, it would appear that the Big Five personality variables are capturing behavioral consistencies that demonstrate criterion-related validity and construct validity (Barrick & Mount, 1991; Digman, 1990). The techniques just described provide a means of developing biodata items that might be expected to augment both construct- and criterion-related validities. I would not be surprised if future investigators find that a subset of past behavioral consistencies common to work-related roles (as well as their antecedents and consequences) exhibits much higher criterion-related validity than that reported by Barrick and Mount (1991), yet is readily interpretable in terms of the Big Five constructs.

Vocational Interest and Job Choice

Holland’s (1973) model of vocational choice is a direct application of personality theory. Briefly, Holland believed that an individual’s similarity to six personality types—Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and Conventional—could be used to place the individual into vocational groups. Similar to Mumford and Stokes’ (1991) ecology model, Holland’s (1973) view is that individuals’ choices of a vocational type is a function of their environments, personal abilities, and desires.

Osipow (1973) criticized Holland’s theory for not indicating how these personality types developed, though some research has addressed this issue. A large number of studies in the early 1960s examined how biodata items were related to the career paths of engineers, lawyers, physicians, and other professionals (see Albright & Glennon, 1961; Chaney & Owens, 1964; Kuhlberg & Owens, 1960). Not surprisingly, engineers and lawyers tended to have different histories of interpersonal success and differential
performance in quantitative versus language courses (see Kuhlberg & Owens, 1960).

More recently, Eberhardt and Muchinsky (1982, 1984), in a large-scale survey, found that prior life experiences captured through a biodata instrument can accurately predict vocational type. Holland's use of personality characteristics to identify vocational types lends itself to the biodata item generation procedures described in the previous section. Given meta-analytic results suggesting that biodata instruments are among the most accurate predictors of voluntary turnover, it would appear that life history items are also stable predictors of the motivational states reflected in vocational and job choices.

Placing the motivational process of vocational and job choice into an expectancy theory framework provides a different point of departure for the identification of life history events. Items might be developed that reflect events influencing individuals' expectancies, instrumentalities, and valences in some prior work or goal-oriented activity. Although Kuhlberg and Owens (1960) report differences in prior life experiences between engineers and lawyers, it would be of theoretical and practical interest to identify which facets of prior developmental processes are actually related to the way people choose jobs or career paths.

For example, it would be interesting to know which situations—home, school, part-time job—have the greatest impact on work-related expectancies, instrumentalities, and valences (EIV) in high school and college students. What kind of role models at home, school, or part-time employment have the greatest impact on EIV? Is it the mere presence of these role models, or is some opportunity for a particular type of role model interaction necessary? Again, life history essays targeting role models and role model interaction could be used to obtain an initial set of biodata items. Relationships between items reflecting specific role model characteristics and environmental circumstances with work-related EIV would be of great value for theory development, vocational guidance, and personnel selection.

Equally interesting to applied researchers and employers is the exact nature of early developmental experiences that contribute to later career performance. For example, companies like General Electric and Westinghouse would be interested in knowing which approach to performance management influences EIV that cause engineers to continue as practicing engineers rather than opting for career tracks in technical sales or management.

In the context of vocational decisions to leave a job or career path, Russell and Van Sell (1986) demonstrated that within-subjects policy-capturing research designs are much more likely to accurately forecast voluntary turnover decisions than the currently popular between-subjects
longitudinal panel surveys (e.g., Williams & Hazer, 1986). Russell and Van Sell developed regression models of how each employee weighs and combines various facets of his or her job in arriving at a decision to quit. Further, using a cluster analysis technique, they were able to identify groups of incumbents who were similar in the relative weights they assigned to different aspects of the job. For purposes of selection/classification (requiring prediction) and career guidance (requiring explanation), it would be of interest to identify different biographical experiences that influence these weights.

For example, the following items might be expected to be related to how individuals weigh scheduling flexibility and pay fairness in their decisions to quit a job:

- How often did you miss your parents when you were growing up because they were away at work? ($H_0$: affects valence of flexible work schedules.)
- How often while you were in school did you work part-time jobs but still didn’t have as much money as you needed? ($H_0$: affects development of a “need” norm and may affect the valence perceptions of subsequent pay levels.)
- How often have you continued to work at something even though you weren’t getting the reward you originally thought you were going to get out of it? ($H_0$: affects development of capacity to identify other valent outcomes in a work situation.)

Again, my preference would be to use a combination of life history essays and interviews targeted at prior life events that affect motivation to pursue a particular line of work or to continue on a job even after conditions of work have changed. The following essay questions, given to first-year college students, might yield responses that can be used to develop items demonstrating construct- and criterion-related validity with subsequent measures of career choice/job choice/turnover:

- Please describe some job or task you have worked on (related to work, school, or any other situation you may have encountered) in which the situation changed yet you continued to participate. Please be sure to describe what things changed, how you initially felt about the changes, how you ended up feeling about the changes, why you thought you could deal with the changes, and how the changes influenced what you were getting out of the situation.
- Please describe some situation in which you had to decide between different types of projects or activities in which to take part. Examples would include choosing among elective courses in school, choosing
among different summer jobs, or choosing among different colleges to attend. These choices can be very difficult for some people. How did you make yours? How did you know what you wanted? How did you know you could do it? How did you know what to expect from each alternative? What did you learn that will prompt you to do things differently the next time you have to make a choice like this?

By decomposing the events into sequences of exposures to different environments and responses to the environment (e.g., cognitive, affective, and behavioral components of attitudinal response as described by Kiesler, Collins, & Miller, 1969, and Kretch & Crutchfield, 1948), we should be able to generate biodata items that are accompanied by specific hypothesized relationships with subsequent levels of motivation that are directly reflected in career and job choices.

Leadership and Human Development Theory

Kuhntert and his colleagues recently used a theory of adult development to describe how individuals acquire skills as transactional and transformation leaders (Kuhntert & Lewis, 1987; Kuhntert & Russell, 1990; Russell & Kuhntert, 1992). Using Kegan’s (1982) model of adult development, Kuhntert and Lewis (1987) distinguished between the concepts of object and subject at different stages of development. The process or structure through which an individual makes sense of his or her experiences in the world is called the subject. The metaphor most commonly used in referring to the subject is that of a lens. In contrast, the content of the experiences (what is being viewed through the lens) is called the object. Kegan (1982) hypothesized that as humans mature, the way in which they make sense of things (subject) and the things they pay attention to (object) change. The six stages of development described by Kegan are characterized by the subject of earlier stages becoming the object of later stages.

For instance, at Stage 3, Kegan describes the subject in terms of interpersonal mutuality—the rules of interaction or exchange (e.g., equity, equality) that individuals use to view the world. The object is the individuals’ knowledge of their own and others’ needs, wishes, and interests. Hence, Kuhntert and Lewis (1987) argued that the Stage 3 adult has the foundation needed to be a transactional leader—one who influences followers by managing contingencies.

At Stage 4, Kegan (1982) described individuals who have developed to the point where they can stand back and view the rules of the exchange—what was subject in Stage 3 becomes object in Stage 4. The new subject consists of deep-seated values or ideology held by individuals through which they view the exchange. Hence, whereas in Stage 3 the content of
the exchange was viewed through a lens consisting of the rules of exchange, in Stage 4 deep-seated values make up the lens used to view the rules of exchange. A Stage 3 individual would have difficulty violating a rule of exchange in some interaction with a subordinate, whereas a Stage 4 individual would be able to violate the rule of exchange if that violation was congruent with some deep-seated value. For example, Stage 4 leaders would routinely violate some trust with a subordinate or take action that was detrimental to their own good because of some overarching, higher-level value (e.g., doing what is “right” versus doing what is in the leader’s or others’ best interests).

Kuhnert and Lewis (1987) used these stages of development as a framework to describe how people acquire transactional and transformational leadership skills. Transformational leaders influence others by inducing a relatively permanent shift in their values, beliefs, and goals—that is, their beliefs about what is right (Stage 4). The transactional leader influences others through the careful management of inducements and contributions to meet both the organization’s and employees’ needs (Stage 3).

Kuhnert and Russell (1990) argued that how people make sense out of their past life experiences should reflect their stage of development. A logical means of operationalizing what is subject and what is object—a person’s stage of development—is to use items that capture aspects of that person’s life history. They use an existing criterion–valid biodata item taken from Russell et al. (1990) as an example:

On a group project, many times a person is not pulling his or her own weight. Sometimes you have to discuss this with the person. How often did these discussions “work out” and resolve the problem?

Kuhnert and Russell (1990) argued that different ways of viewing and responding to this situation should discriminate between Stage 3 and 4 leaders. Two subsequent items provided by Kuhnert and Russell that describe the same situation but in which the item ends with either “I pointed out it wasn’t fair to the other individuals in the group” or “I explained how the individual was letting him or herself down” should yield different response patterns from Stage 3 and 4 leaders. Stage 3 leaders should indicate they often engage in the former action and seldom in the latter action. Stage 4 leaders should indicate they engage in each action with about equal, and high, frequency.

These constitute examples of biodata items accompanied by explicit hypotheses derived from established psychological theories of adult development and leadership. Again, post hoc interpretation of factor structures, as well as life history essays, could be used to ensure a rich pool of items reflecting critical developmental episodes that might signal points of
change from one stage to the next. For example, Russell et al. (1990) and Russell and Domm (1990) interpreted the dominant biodata factor in their item generation efforts as capturing life problems or negative life experiences. Interestingly, recent ethnographic work on key events in executives’ lives by Bobko, McCoy, and McCauley (1988) and Lindsey, Holmes, and McCall (1987) indicates that having worked under a very stressful, obnoxious boss (an unpleasant life experience) is commonly cited as a key developmental period by many upper-level managers. Future item development efforts might ask incumbents for life history essays about aspects of negative life events.

ITEM CHARACTERISTICS

In this final section I shall discuss issues related to item characteristics that are independent of item content. Item characteristics are interpreted broadly to include, for example, characteristics of the accompanying instructions, choice of response formats, and item tone (negative versus positive; see Asher, 1972, for an overview of different item characteristics). I shall discuss the relationship of these features to random and systematic response error and item validity, though few definitive studies have addressed these issues.

IMPACT ON RELIABILITY

Numerous reasons for the presence of error in biodata item responses have been suggested. Van Rijn (1980) listed faking, errors in memory, carelessness, and response bias as potential sources. Response biases might include selective memory of certain types of life experiences and maturation effects that cause changes in how prior perceptions, cognitions, attitudes, values, or beliefs are recalled at a later point in time. However, as we shall see, many of these biases may indeed represent error variance resulting from meaningful life experiences that occur at a later date, as revealed in Kuhnert and Lewis’ (1987) discussion of changes in subject and object during leader development.

The heterogeneity of biodata items usually dictates that split-half reliabilities and other estimates of internal consistency reliability generally will be low (see Owens, 1976; Siegel, 1956). Additionally, if England’s (1961) vertical percent difference method of item scoring is employed (which, as Devlin, Abrahams, & Edwards, 1992, demonstrated, yields the highest cross-validities compared to five competing methods), high test–retest correlations could conceal a shift in mean response. Such a shift
would have a drastic effect on resultant biodata scores obtained using England's procedure.

Owens, Glennon, and Albright (1962) avoided these concerns by examining 43 subjects' response consistency to 200 items. An interval of approximately two months lapsed between administrations. Owens et al. developed four rules or principles to describe why some items received consistent (or inconsistent) responses. These rules referred to item brevity, graduated or continuous response scales, presence of an "escape" response, and the use of neutral or pleasant undertone to the item stem. To my knowledge, none of these post hoc interpretations of why some items yielded consistent responses has been evaluated for its relationship to item reliability or validity.

Shaffer, Saunders, and Owens (1986) replicated and extended this effort in a test–retest design over a five–year period combined with an independent measure of life experiences. They examined both test–retest reliabilities and t tests of differences in mean value for factor scores and item responses. Shaffer et al. (1986) reported consistent evidence of high test–retest reliability for both factors and items. However, approximately one–third of the factors demonstrated significant shifts in mean response. Slightly over 30 percent of the items demonstrated a significant shift in mean response over the five–year period, while over 26 percent of the items were significantly different from an independent assessment of the same life history experiences. Shaffer et al. also presented evidence suggesting that objective to moderately subjective items (as opposed to highly subjective items) are not likely to demonstrate mean shifts.

Unfortunately, in designs of this nature, it is very difficult to separate random error (e.g., careless responding, failure of memory, etc.) from Campbell and Stanley's (1963) description of history and maturation effects. That is, lack of test–retest reliability and/or shifts in mean response for biodata items or factors may result from specific events that occur between administrations or from changes in the respondent. History and maturation effects are exactly what is hypothesized by Mumford and Stokes' (1991) ecology model as the causal process underlying the predictive power of biodata items.

Hence, it may be that items exhibiting the most change in how prior life experiences are recalled over time are those with the highest criterion-related validity, simply because these items are more reflective of critical developmental episodes. It is not surprising that studies of accuracy in biodata item responses using test–retest procedures and/or independent verification yield mixed results (Mumford & Owens, 1987). Simple shrinkage in criterion-related validity upon cross-validation should measure the amount of random error in biodata item responses. I am unaware of any studies examining the effect of manipulating item characteristics on
shrinkage in cross-validities. Items influenced by history and maturation effects that truly contribute to validity but detract from traditional measures of reliability (e.g., Shaffer et al.'s test–retest reliabilities and t tests) should survive cross-validation.

Finally, a discussion of the impact of item characteristics on reliability would not be complete without noting widespread concerns about one source of nonrandom error, that is, faking (see Fleishman, 1988). Numerous authors have reported evidence of faking (Cascio, 1975; Colquitt & Becker, 1989; Keating, Paterson, & Stone, 1950; Mosel & Cozan, 1952), while others have failed to find evidence (Goldstein, 1971; Hogan & Stokes, 1989; Trent, Atwater, & Abrahams, 1986; Weiss & Dawis, 1960). Indeed, Trent (1987) found that the ability of respondents to detect and respond to the keyed option contributed to criterion-related validity regardless of what their true response might have been. Apparently, in some applicant pools the cognitive capacity to detect and fake the desired response correctly forecasts performance.

In the face of these mixed results, some authors have suggested that the only way to eliminate faking is to rely on verifiable biodata items. However, Mumford and Owens (1987) speculated that choice of keying procedure (item keying versus option keying) may be causing the mixed results. A recent lab study by Kluger et al. (1991) tested this speculation, finding that option keying caused biodata scores not to be inflated due to bias caused by knowledge of the target position and general social desirability, though such biases did contribute to random error variation. Item keying, however, did result in inflated biodata scores. Kluger et al. (1991) suggested that to reduce inflation of random error, future researchers should examine the effect on response bias of instruction sets explicitly warning respondents that attempts to fake will not be fruitful.

Impact on Validity

Few investigators have evaluated how item characteristics affect criterion-related validity. Recently, Barge (1987, 1988) reported the results of a study examining how three biodata item characteristics are related to item validity independent of item content. Barge found that heterogeneity, behavioral discreteness, and behavioral consistency of biodata items could be reliably rated and, using job performance and training criteria, found that these properties were related to criterion-related validity.

Item heterogeneity refers to the distinction between items that capture multiple characteristics or environmental events (e.g., school performance) versus items that narrowly reflect a single characteristic. Behavioral discreteness refers to the distinction between items that address "a single, perhaps
verifiable, behavior rather than a more abstract or summary characteristic” (Barge, 1987, pp. 3–4). Finally, behavioral consistency refers to the degree of congruency between the content domain of the biodata item and the content domain of the target job—that is, the degree to which the item is a sample as opposed to a sign (Wernimont & Campbell, 1968).

While Barge (1987, 1988) found real differences in the criterion-related validity of items varying on these dimensions, it remains to be seen whether these differences are replicated with different sets of items. Specifically, Barge used 103 items out of the 118 items in the short form of Owens’ Biographical Questionnaire (BQ; Owens & Schoenfeldt, 1979). This instrument was derived from an initial set of 2,000 items generated to reflect 52 pages of item categories (e.g., dependency, aggression) that the team of investigators viewed as capturing a broad array of inputs and behaviors. Do item heterogeneity, behavioral discreteness, and behavioral consistency influence construct- and criterion-related validity for items reflecting life history construct domains other than those found in the Owens’ Biographical Questionnaire (e.g., those relevant for the selection of middle managers)? Future research will need to examine simultaneously both differences in theoretical rationale for item content and variability in item characteristics. It may be that a number of items with characteristics exactly opposite from those reported by Barge (e.g., homogeneous, nondiscrete sign items) are needed to accurately measure certain critical constructs or life events that are not reflected in the short form of the BQ.

CONCLUSION

The focus of this chapter has been on the generation of biodata items with content that can be traced to some theory or model. The goal of such efforts is to close the gap between theory, item content, and criterion performance measures. Theories focusing on person characteristics (personality theory), motivation (vocational choice), and the development of individuals into leaders were discussed. Any one of a number of alternative approaches could have been chosen, and the reader should consider it a challenge to identify causal, developmental life experiences that will confirm (or fail to confirm) his or her favorite theory or model.

Life history essays/interviews and post hoc factor interpretations have been featured as means of item development—obviously, many others are possible. I have been fascinated by autobiographies that describe major life-influencing events. For example, Armand Hammer (1987) attributed many of his early career decisions to the circumstances surrounding his father’s
illness. Dr. An Wang (1986) paused to reflect on basic values of right and wrong while negotiating with IBM on the sale of rights to his memory cores in the early 1950s.

Owens (1976) commented on the possibility of abstracting items from biographies, but expressed concern that it would not be an efficient method of item generation. Fortunately, microcomputer-based text search software has been developed that, like data base searches in library archives, could be used to target passages of text dealing with specific themes and issues (see Gephardt & Wolfe, 1989). Imagine the biodata sampling possibilities such a tool would provide when combined with the computerized biography section of the Library of Congress!

Research indicates that personality, vocational choice, and leadership models, among others, provide fairly accurate representations of nonrandom individual differences. Unfortunately, many empirical examinations of these theories and others conclude with a statement that “the results are consistent with the theory,” even though no criterion of organizational interest was predicted. In contrast, biodata inventories consistently demonstrate criterion-related validities as high as any competing predictor. We need to close the gap between what has been characterized as an atheoretical measurement technology and the many substantive theories of industrial and organizational psychology. Toward this end, methods of theory-based biodata item generation comprise a major research opportunity.

_A portion of this chapter was written while I held a visiting appointment at the Krannert Graduate School of Management, Purdue University. I would like to thank Philip Bobko and Marvin Dunnette for their valuable comments and suggestions._

**NOTES**

1. This criticism is common to many “noncognitive” domains and is not unique to biodata research. For example, Eberhardt and Muchinsky (1982) made a similar observation regarding Holland’s (1973) use of personality types to explain underlying vocational interest—that is, that viewing personality at any point in time as a function of genetic and current/past environmental factors is too general to be of much use.

2. Nickels and Mumford (1989) recently completed a study examining the construct- and criterion-related validity obtained in using a priori theory-based guidelines to select biodata items from an existing pool. While this is a perfectly viable approach, the focus of this chapter is on biodata item development, not biodata item selection.
3. Though I would argue that the sixth source of items, investigators' general psychological knowledge, permeates the other five sources, especially in the interpretation of factor loadings.

4. See the chapter by Mary Tenopyr in this volume for a more extensive treatment of the roots of the Big Five.

5. I faced this problem when trying to decide how to develop items capturing biographical information for purposes of selecting midshipmen for the U.S. Naval Academy (Russell, 1986). As a member of the thirty-something generation, I was very uncomfortable with the idea of trying to generate item content reflective of life history events for teenagers today.
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